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“Would you do it for the world” by Taylor Hannan

If you could choose a power, would you, do it for the world
Would you choose to grow a flower wherever you might stand
Would you choose to grow trees in a far-off land
Would you choose to grow grass where brush lingers most
Would you choose to grow truth where people like to boast
Would you choose to grow food so the hungry can feast
Would you choose to make a sword so you can fight an evil beast

If you could choose a power, would you, do it for the world
Will you give all you have to make a tinny little flower
Will you give all your effort for one single tree
Will you give all your time to create a land of grass
Will you give your kindest heart to make truth over all
Will you give all your strength so the starving can feast
Will you try your best to create a sword to fight the strongest beast
Will you give all your power to give it to the world

When you chose the power and gave it to the world
Your many tiny flowers grew to be great happiness
Your many big trees grew to be bigger peace
Your many planes of grass grew to be a humble home
Your many friends grew to never tell a lie
Your many crops made no one ever hungry
Your many battles made a lot of tales and monsters no longer Rome the earth
When you chose your power, you gave it to the world